INTRODUCTION
The aim of this work is to suggest a setting for the discussion and classi cation of nite projective planes. In the past, two classi cation schemes have been put forward: the Lenz-Barlotti Classi cation (see 8,x3 .1]) and a more restricted classi cation of translation planes proposed by Ostrom (see 19] ).
Our approach is rather di erent from either of these two and rests heavily on the results and techniques of algebraic coding theory and, in particular, on the work of Philippe Delsarte.
The approach is to study a nite projective plane via its various a ne parts and, to this end, we introduce the notion of the hull of an a ne plane : the hull turns out to be the code generated, over an appropriate nite eld F p , by all di erences of those pairs of rows of an incidence matrix that represent parallel lines of . In all known cases p will be the prime involved in the order, p s , of the a ne plane ; in general it is any prime dividing the order n of the plane.
Letting H be such a hull, we have H F n 2 p , and the orthogonal H ? (in the usual inner product in F n 2 p ) is a linear n 2 ; k] code over F p with minimum weight n and amongst its minimal-weight vectors one nds the a ne plane one began with. But, there can be (and frequently are) other a ne planes to be found amongst the minimal-weight vectors of H ? = B.
For example: if = AG 2 (4), the desarguesian a ne plane of order 4, B is the 16, 11] extended binary Hamming code; this latter code contains 112 copies of AG 2 (4) amongst its 140 weight-4 vectors.
We investigate two central questions: (1) To what extent does the hull of an a ne plane determine the plane? (2) How can the various n 2 ; k] codes over F p of minimum weight n help to classify a ne (and hence projective) planes? Toward this end we introduce a notion of \linear equivalence": two a ne planes are linearly equivalent if their hulls are isomorphic. We show that for well-behaved planes (which we will call \tame", all desarguesian planes being tame) linear equivalence implies isomorphism|at least when the order is odd.
In principle the theory proposed here is capable of producing planes, but one must nd appropriate n 2 ; k] codes over F p with minimum weight n in order to do so. A given plane automatically produces such a code and hence the theory is Typeset by A M S-T E X better suited to uncovering new planes using known planes than to building them out of whole cloth. But when the order in question is a power of a prime, algebraic coding theory produces an intensively-studied collection of standard codes all of which contain planes amongst their minimal-weight vectors.
One such standard choice is the code generated by the characteristic functions of all s-dimensional ats (i.e., subspaces and their translates) of a 2s-dimensional vector space over F p . Let B be this q 2 ; k] code over F p , where q = p s . The minimum weight of B is q, the minimal-weight vectors are known, and the dimension of B is computable. The design given by the minimal-weight vectors of B contains every translation plane of order q as a subdesign. The rank over F p of the incidence matrix of any translation plane of order q is bounded above by q 2 + q ? k and any two such planes meeting this bound are linearly equivalent.
These matters are explored in some detail in Sections 4 and 5.
We also bring the theory to bear on the Hamada-Sachar Conjecture which asserts that every projective plane of order q = p s has rank at least ? p+1 2 s + 1, with equality if and only if the plane is desarguesian. We show that this Conjecture is true for a class of odd-order projective planes.
By way of illustrating the classi cation of planes we have in mind we discuss brie y the four projective planes of order 9. They are, besides PG 2 (9) , a translation plane , its dual, dual , and , a self-dual plane rst discovered by Veblen and Wedderburn. (In fact, Veblen and Wedderburn essentially knew all three of these non-desarguesian planes; is the rst of an in nite class of non-desarguesian planes called Hughes planes; the only translation planes of order 9 are PG 2 (9) and .) The B described above is an 81,50] ternary code with 2 1170 weight-9 vectors. Amongst its minimal-weight vectors both AG 2 (9) and T can be found. (Here T is the translation line of and T is the a ne plane formed by taking T to be the line at in nity.)
Besides this standard B there is an 81,48] ternary code B 0 with minimum weight 9 and 2 306 minimal-weight vectors; amongst its minimal-weight vectors both R , R a \real" line of , and L dual , where L is a line through the translation point of dual , can be found. These two ternary codes classify, if you will, the four projective planes, B classifying the translation planes and B 0 the non-translation planes: any two a ne planes linear over (this notion is de ned in the Glossary at the end of the paper) B or over B 0 can be obtained from one another by a derivation. The other three a ne planes of order 9 each produce a ternary code, but these are less interesting. A fuller account can be found in Appendix II.
One nds in the existing literature (see, especially, 19]) vague feelings about certain planes being \very di erent" but no means to quantify these feelings and, indeed, there was not even a language in which to express them properly. The authors hope that the language and tools of algebraic coding theory will provide the necessary means. This paper might have been entitled \On the theory of designs" and, indeed, the genesis of the ideas was the particular designs on 28 points given by the hermitian and Ree unitals. We have couched the de nitions in this more general setting not only because of the possible usefulness in the theory of designs but also because if a projective plane of composite order arrives, the theory will be ready to greet it. The paper is organized into seven sections. In Section 1 we de ne the hull of an arbitrary design at an arbitrary prime p and present several examples. Section 2 explores the tight connection between the hull of a projective plane and the hull of an a ne part. Section 3 is a detailed discussion of the a ne case, Section 4 introduces linear equivalence and tameness, Section 5 is largely concerned with translation planes, and Section 6 discusses the Hamada-Sachar Conjecture and presents our partial solution. The nal Section is a concluding discussion and considers possible avenues for further exploration. The appendices discuss the work of Delsarte and some results concerning the a ne planes of order 9 that we obtained by computations using the Cayley package on the Birmingham University computer (VAX). Finally, we have included a GLOSSARY of terms frequently used in the paper. x1. THE HULL OF A DESIGN Let D be a design. D consists of a set P of points and a collection B of subsets of P (called blocks), all of the same cardinality, satisfying the single condition: any two distinct points of P are contained in precisely members of B, where is some xed, positive integer. Normally one denotes the cardinality of P by v (because of the origin of the notion in the design of agricultural experiments, the \v" standing for varieties) and the cardinality of the blocks in B by k. In the modern literature such an object would be called a 2 ? (v; k; ) design or a design of type S (2; k; v). We will not usually employ either notation; moreover, j P j will be denoted by N and will usually be n 2 + n + 1 or n 2 and k will usually be n + 1 or n since our main objects of study here are nite projective and a ne planes. For a projective plane of order n, if p divides n, then the plane can be recovered from its hull; as we shall see in the next section Hull p ( ) ? has minimum weight n + 1 and its minimal-weight vectors are essentially the lines of the plane. (Here, and in the remainder of the paper, we will not make a verbal distinction between X and v X ; thus \line" will refer to both the set of points of the plane and to the vector that is its characteristic function, depending on the context.)
Clearly, Example 2 above shows that one cannot, in general, recover the design from its hull. In that case Hull 2 (D) ? is a 28,21] binary code with minimum weight 4 and there are 315 minimal-weight vectors. The supports of these vectors form a design with = 5 and both the hermitian and Ree unitals are subdesigns with = 1. These two designs are not isomorphic and one must use group-theoretic methods to recover them from the hull. ? will capture all possible designs for the block size in question and hence these hulls will be useless as classifying tools.
It should be clear that the hull of a design is independent of the choice of an incidence matrix. All are obtained from one by the natural action of Sym(N) on F N p . In the language of algebraic coding theory, the hull is obtained uniquely up to strict code isomorphism: here we use \strict" to indicate that one need not employ monomial matrices but merely permutation matrices to achieve the isomorhism.
Although one should, perhaps, work universally over Z, reducing mod p when required, we do not do so, partly because previous such attempts have not led to startling results, but mostly because the tools of algebraic coding theory were fashioned for use over nite elds and it is precisely these tools that give the theory its power.
x2. THE PASSAGE FROM THE PROJECTIVE TO THE AFFINE HULL
We begin with a proposition summarizing some well-known and easily proven results, but we cast them in our terms and, for the convenience of the reader, sketch their proofs; for further details see 22]. We return to the ideas in this proof in the next Section, but let us now remark that we also have the conclusion of Proposition 3 for C p ( ) since C p ( ) B. An important point to note here is that it can very well happen that B will contain minimal-weight vectors that are not scalar multiples of lines. If we take PG 2 (q 2 ) where q is an arbitrary prime power and let S be the point set of a Baer subplane of , then j S j= q 2 + q + 1 and for every line L of , j L \ S j is 1 or q + 1. Hence, taking p = char F q we have that j S \ L j 1 (mod p) for all L. It (4)) ? is the 16,11] binary extended Hamming code with 140 weight-4 vectors. These vectors form a Steiner quadruple system that can be partitioned into seven a ne planes of order 4, a fact irrevelant to our present purposes, but, as a design, they contain 112 subdesigns which are a ne planes of order 4, all of which have the same hull. The 20 vectors forming an a ne plane of order four having been chosen, the remaining 120 are Baer subplanes of that plane. (The reader should not make too much of this special case; although 2 is the prime of choice in algebraic coding theory, it frequently plays an irksome role here.) x3 THE HULL OF AN AFFINE PLANE Throughout this section we shall have at hand an a ne plane of order n; will be its projective completion with L 0 the line at in nity. We x a prime p dividing n and set H = Hull p ( ) and B = H ? . We know from the previous section that B has a minimum weight n and that all minimal-weight vectors are constant; further, amongst the minimal-weight vectors are the scalar multiples of the n 2 +n lines of . Our purpose here is to investigate the nature of those minimal-weight vectors of B which are not scalar multiples of lines of . In fact we want to relate these vectors to their preimages, under the natural projection, in Hull p ( ) ? . Set B = Hull p ( ) ? and, as before, let T : B ?! B be the natural projection.
We begin with a technical result. The amendment for p = 2 should be obvious.
Remarks.
( Lemma 2. Suppose n = sp where p is a prime and 1 s p. Then for an a ne plane of order n, with B as above, the minimal-weight vectors of B are scalar multiples of lines unless s = p where they are scalar multiples of either lines or Baer subplanes of . Proof. Let b be the constant vector of B described in Lemma 1. If r = 1, b is a scalar multiple of a line of by Proposition 1(x2), and hence b is a scalar multiple of a line of . Suppose b is a weight-n vector of B, normalized so that its non-zero coordinates are 1, and suppose it is not a line of . Then, for some parallel class # of , we have`2 # with 1 <j`\Suppb j< sp and, in fact, for each`in #;`\Suppb is empty or j`\Suppb j is a multiple of p. There (1) For p = 2 the a ne hull is a binary (4,1) code; it is, of course, simply F 2 (1; 1; 1; 1). (2) For p = 3 the a ne hull is a (9,3) ternary code; it is, of course, unique and is generated by (1,1,1,-1,-1,-1 Remarks.
( 
For a ne planes the situation is di erent. Since our interest is in projective planes studied via their a ne parts, we will want to know when two projective planes are isomorphic under the assumption that one has an a ne part linearly equivalent to an a ne part of the other. We therefore introduce the notion of \tameness". x5 PLANES OF PRIME POWER ORDER It should be clear from Sections 2 and 3 that in order to discover and classify planes of order n one should have at one's disposal linear codes of block length n 2 over F p (where p divides n) with minimum weight n, and a su ciently rich structue of minimal-weight vectors to accommodate C p ( )'s for various a ne planes . Of course, given an a ne plane , B = Hull p ( ) ? is such a code. Fortunately, for n = p s there are very standard choices for such codes B and, more importantly, these codes have been intensively studied by algebraic coding theorists, in particular, by Delsarte 6] and Delsarte et al 7] .
Before discussing these linear codes and the a ne planes connected with them we make three more general de nitions.
Let B be an arbitrary code of block length n 2 over F p (where p divides n) with minimum weight n. ? . In fact, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we have, when q is odd, that must be AG 2 (q).
The code B of the above example is not a standard choice and we turn now to such codes. Set q = p s and let F be an arbitrary sub eld of F q . Let V be a 2-dimensional vector space over F q ; consider V as a vector space over F. It above proof shows that the hull of any translation plane of order q has minimum weight 2q. Thus, when a translation plane fails to be tame (as, for example, the non-desarguesian translation plane of order 9 does) it is for the subtle reason that its hull has more vectors of weight 2q than it ought.
Although this result is very simple it yields, immediately, an upper bound on dim(C p ( )) when is an a ne translation plane of order q. Remark. We restricted ourselves to a nes planes of order q 2 simply to make contact with the existing literature on translation planes. Any two planes of order q that are contained in B(F q j F p ) are part of the design given by the minimalweight vectors of this code and one can be obtained from the other by a \gener-alized derivation". There is nothing very deep or mysterious going on here and much of the existing literature on derivations, nets, etc. can be viewed, from the present perspective, as ingenious methods for choosing which lines to ignore and which Baer subplanes, or whatever, to include when going from one a ne plane to another.
Proposition 6. Every a ne plane of order q 2 that is linear over B(F q 2 j F q ) has at least q 3 (q 2 + 1)(q + 1) desarguesian Baer subplanes.
Proof. Only the fact that the planes are desarguesian remains to be proved. If v is a weight-q 2 vector of B(F q 2 j F q ) and H is the hull of the given a ne plane of order q 2 , then v 2 H ? . Since all such v's have supports that are F q -subspaces or their translates, j Suppv \`j= 0; 1; q or q 2 for every line`of the plane. If this intersection is of cardinality q 2 , v = v`; otherwise it is a Baer subplane and moreover its structure is of a 2-dimensional vector space over F q with the 1-dimensional F q -subspaces or their translates as lines; it is, therefore, isomorphic to PG 2 (q). Caution: The projective completion may very well have more Baer subplanes; for example, PG 2 (q 2 ) will. The point is that some Baer subplanes of a given projective plane may meet a given line L in only one point and thus, in Hull p ( L ), they will appear as constant vectors of weight q 2 + q, rather than as minimal-weight vectors that are Baer subplanes.
Corollary 5. Any translation plane of order p 2 has at least p 3 (p 2 +1)(p+1) Baer subplanes.
Remark. For p = 3 this is the exact number for the non-desarguesian translation plane of order 9. In fact, all three non-desarguesian projective planes of order 9 have 1080 Baer subplanes; PG 2 (9) has 7560 Baer subplanes. All these Baer subplanes are, of course, isomorphic to PG 2 (3).
x6 THE HAMADA-SACHAR CONJECTURE N. Hamada 14] made a sweeping conjecture that proved to be false 23] and, independently, Sachar 22 ] made a narrower conjecture that is still undecided. The present methods throw a great deal of light on this narrower conjecture which we call the \Hamada-Sachar Conjecture". Here it is.
Conjecture. Every projective plane of order p s , p a prime, has p-rank ? p+1 2 s +1 with equality if and only if it is desarguesian. Remarks.
(1) The p-rank of is the dimension of C p ( ). There are, in view of the above Lemma, two obstacles in the way to a proof of the Conjecture.
(1) If we take = AG 2 (q), how restrictive is the assumption that C( ) contain a code isomorphic to Hull(AG 2 (q))? (2) When does linear equivalence imply isomorphism? The second question has already been addressed: tameness insures that linear equivalence implies isomorphism. We now invoke the work of Delsarte et al (see Appendix I) which shows that we have the following result. (This work shows that AG 2 (q) has the required property, but, as in the proof of Theorem 1 (x4), so does PG 2 (q):) Theorem 3. Desarguesian projective planes are tame.
remarks.
(1) We do not have an example of a tame plane that is not desarguesian. (2) The assumption that the hull of AG 2 (q) be contained in the code of an a ne plane does not seem to be a great restriction; it may be that every translation plane satis es this condition. In any case here is what we can presently prove.
Theorem 4. Let be an a ne plane of odd order q = p s contained in B(F q j F p ).
Then, if C( ) contains a subcode isomorphic to Hull(AG 2 (q)), we have that dim C( ) p + 1 2 s with equality if and only if is isomorphic to AG 2 (q). Proof. The Theorem follows from Lemma 3 and Theorems 1 (x4) and 3. Remarks.
(1) We have, of course, worked with the a ne version of the Conjecture but since an a ne plane uniquely determines its projective completion we have proven the Conjecture for a class of projective planes. (2) It might be possible to get the inequality for any plane via the methods of algebraic coding theory, but it is di cult to see how one could get the isomorphism without working inside the tower H = Hull(AG 2 (q)) B(F q j F p ) H ? : (3) The automorphism group of B(F p s j F p ) F p 2s p contains AGL 2s (p) and hence there are an enormous, easily computable, number of copies of Hull(AG 2 (p s )) in B(F p s j F p ), so it seems reasonable to suppose that a C( ) contained in B(F p s j F p ) will contain one of them.
x7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
As remarked in Section 3, the theory presented here will not identify, under linear equivalence, any two distinct a ne planes of order p, when p is a prime; instead, it simply changes the problem of classifying planes of prime order into a coding theory problem. It has long been conjectured that there is a unique projective plane of each prime order (namely PG 2 (p)) but there does not seem to be any good reason for believing that conjecture in this coding-theoretic setting.
But, already for order n = p 2 , it is known that the number of distinct a ne planes of that order goes to in nity with p 11]. One often hears despair from nite geometers concerning the possibility of classifying even the translation planes because they are so ubiquitous.
We presume that linear equivalence will identify non-isomorphic a ne planes and hence be an aid in classi cation. It may be that the proper place for the congurational and group-theoretic methods of classi cation is within an equivalence class. We have not explored that avenue here.
More generally one can, from the present perspective, begin with a pair of codes B and B, each of block length n 2 and minimum weight n, with B B F n 2 p ; where, of course, p is a prime dividing n. Then one can study the class of a ne planes of order n that are contained in B and are linear over B. By varying B and B one can capture fewer planes or more planes. For example, with B = B(F q j F q ) and any B, the only a ne plane contained in B is AG 2 (q). Taking B = B = B(F q j F p ), captures all translation planes and is, hence, a poor choice. But one could choose a sub eld F of F q and B B(F q j F) to capture fewer. Even B = B(F 9 j F 3 ), with any strictly larger B, would cut out the non-desarguesian a ne translation plane of order 9.
Clearly there is here great scope for computer studies. Order 9 is surely easy; we have done a great deal with that already using CAYLEY and clearly orders 16 and with the lower bound implying = AG 2 (q). As remarked in Section 6, what remains to be shown is that incidence matrices for AG 2 (q) and can be chosen so that Hull(AG 2 (q)) C( ). One will also need to investigate the structure of the set of linearly equivalent planes meeting the upper bound. For the purposes of this appendix we will introduce some additional notation of our own. We will have AG 2 (q), where q = p s , inside V 2s (p), and if t divides s, we will set s = th and m = 2s = 2ht. For any r with 1 r 2h, we set L(r;t) = fX j X is an r ? at over F p t inside V 2s (p)g; D(r;t) = the design of point set the vectors of V 2s (p); block set L(r;t); C(D(r; t)) = the code of D(r;t) over F p ;
(C) = the minimum weight of the code C:
Thus, if F = F p t, L(h;t) = L F of Section 5, and C(D(h; t)) = B(F q j F p t).
We look rst at 6]. For the variables m i in 6; (1),(2)] we will take throughout m i = t for all i where 1 i 2h:
Then F i = F p t for 1 i 2h, F = F q 2 = F p m. The codes C u (m 1 ; ; m r ) over F p are de ned in 6;2.1] and we will write C u (m 1 ; m r ) = C u ( t] r ) for 1 r 2h: For the variable u, we will take two cases:
(1) u = p t ? 1 There are four projective planes of order 9: the desarguesian plane PG 2 (q); a translation plane ; its dual, dual ; and a self-dual plane , discovered by Veblen and Wedderburn 24] (the rst of an in nite class of odd-order planes known as the Hughes planes). These projective planes produce seven non-isomorphic a ne planes: AG 2 (9); T and L where T is the translation line of and L any other line; L dual and M dual where L is any one of the ten lines through the translation point of dual and M is any one of the remaining 81 lines of dual ; R and C where R is any real line of and C any complex line. We are using here the notation of 20] but the reader may wish to consult 9] for details concerning and dual . The facts that follow, except for the containment assertions, can be deduced from 9] and the theory we have presented; we have independently veri ed the computer results interactively using CAYLEY implemented on the University of Birmingham's VAX. The answers came virtually instantaneously. All codes in this Appendix are ternary.
Sachar had computed dimC( ) and dim C( ) and found them to be 41, facts we also veri ed. Thus, dimHull Hull(AG 2 (9)) 27
We have written the dimensions on the right. B is the classifying code for the two translation planes of order 9. It is conceivable (but unlikely) that there are other a ne planes to be found within the design of supports of the minimal-weight vectors of B. We did not make an exhaustive search.
Consider next Hull( R ) ? . It has 2 306 weight-9 vectors; the supports are the 90 lines of R and its 216 Baer subplanes; that R has 216 Baer subplanes follows from an easy counting argument and the facts contained in 9]. The weight-9 vectors generate an 81,48] ternary code which we call B 0 . It is the classifying code for both R and L dual ; by properly choosing the subcodes of B 0 one gets the following Hasse diagram: Again, the dimensions are on the right. R and L dual are not linearly equivalent since L dual has 432 Baer subplanes and thus Hull( L dual ) ? has 2 522 weight-9 vectors while Hull( R ) ? has but 2 306: Once again R and L dual can be \derived" from one another. Combinatorially speaking, the 306 supports of weight-9 vectors of B 0 (which do NOT form a design) contain designs isomorphic to R and L dual .
We have now accounted for four of the seven a ne planes of order 9. 
